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About IRU

Innovative Research Universities (IRU) is a network of seven comprehensive universities committed to inclusive excellence in teaching and research in Australia.

Its membership is Charles Darwin University, Flinders University, Griffith University, James Cook University, La Trobe University, Murdoch University and Western Sydney University.

Our universities all rank in the top 600 universities in the world (Times Higher Education Rankings 2019)

89% of our research is ranked at world standard or above (Excellence in Research for Australia 2018)

We educated 211,000 students in 2017, including 45,000 international students
Charles Darwin University (CDU) is unique. As a truly international university, students, staff, academic and research endeavours are globally connected and respected.

No other single Australian university serves such a large area of the continent, with the Northern Territory campus locations showcasing the best of a tropical cosmopolitan lifestyle, right on Asia’s doorstep.

In a relatively short space of time, CDU has developed a reputation as one of the most innovative teaching and learning, and most research-intensive universities in Australia.

CDU qualifications are recognised globally, and graduates are highly valued and sought after.

**Social Justice**
We believe that everyone can contribute to making a positive impact, regardless of background – whether through groundbreaking research, becoming a teacher in an Indigenous community or supporting the rights of others.

**Collective effort**
We care about addressing the real issues in our local communities and across our region, through bringing together like-minded people with a desire to make their world a little better.

**Creativity**
We value originality, artistic endeavour and freedom of expression. We believe in learning from Indigenous and international cultures to create a new vision for the future.

**Sustainability**
As leaders in research, we’re committed to preserving and protecting our environment, to ethical business practices and to using technology to build a more sustainable future.
Welcome to CDU

RESEARCH
CDU has established itself as an exciting and progressive research-intensive university with a regional focus that prioritises the complex issues facing Northern Australia and the Asia-Pacific.

The university receives significant research income annually with world-class research in environmental science, Indigenous and tropical health, and social policy.

We have developed cross-disciplinary research teams, as well as partnerships and collaborative relationships with external agencies to build world-class research capability.

International recognition of our success is evident in our institutional rankings and in our research performance.

SCHOLARSHIPS
We offer an exciting and generous range of scholarships to support international students coming to study at CDU from around the globe.

Our scholarships reward high achieving students with outstanding academic achievements and the potential to make a positive contribution. Scholarships are available to study in our undergraduate, postgraduate, research and pathway programs.

STUDENT SUPPORT
CDU students are supported by highly qualified and experienced staff. A low student to teacher ratio (18 to 1 for Higher Education) promotes academic success through small class sizes and high levels of teacher-student interaction.

CDU has modern well-equipped classrooms and laboratories, on and off campus student accommodation with students benefitting from excellent post-study work and career opportunities.

As an international student you will be joining a vibrant multicultural environment that offers you a unique Australian experience.

‘CDU truly is a global university, with close to 3000 international students from 69 different countries’
Campus location

Closer to seven major Asian cities than any other Australian capital, Darwin is the gateway to Asia. It is a cosmopolitan tropical city of 140,000 and people from over 60 nationalities and 70 different ethnic backgrounds call it home.

This diversity fuels the unique heart and soul of the city. From the sparkling harbour to the city's cosmopolitan vibe to the Asian-influenced food and tropical outdoor lifestyle, Darwin is famous for fabulous food, colourful outdoor markets and a diverse mix of adventure activities.

At the Mindil Beach Sunset Markets you can find the perfect gift among stalls of art and craft. Relax with a local ice-cream or mango smoothie as fire twirlers, musicians and street performers entertain the crowds. Soak up the tropical lifestyle on Darwin Harbour while enjoying resort-style luxuries, swimming, ocean views and delicious food.

Venture out of the city and you'll discover breathtaking natural wonders in one of the world's oldest landscapes like the World Heritage Kakadu National Park, Katherine Gorge (Nitmiluk) and Uluru where you can experience ancient Aboriginal culture.

CDU's Sydney campus is centrally located the heart of Sydney CBD and the international student precinct. There are always plenty of things to do no matter what the season - from world-class dining, shows and entertainment, to sightseeing, walks or relaxing on one of Sydney's iconic beaches.
WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

“I really liked how multicultural the place was. As a new student, I figured I’d feel safer if I was accepted by the society I was joining. CDU and the Northern Territory are the epitome of that. There are plenty of cultural associations in Darwin. You can always reconnect with people from your home country.”

Tatenda Simbarashe Mapuranga, Zimbabwe, Bachelor of Business

At a glance

15th Learning Experience in Australia¹

1st Living Experience in Australia¹

1st Salary Rankings in Australia²

43rd Young University in the World⁴

3rd Graduate Outcomes in Australia⁵

4th Research Quality Environmental Science & Ecology in Australia³

49th University in the Asia-Pacific⁷

Rising Star Class of 2030⁴

9th Millennial Universities in the World⁴

Learn more

CDU Global Charles Darwin University
Ellengowan Drive
Casuarina Darwin NT 0909 Australia

Phone: +61 8 8946 7215
Email: international@cdu.edu.au

cdu.edu.au/international

facebook.com/CharlesDarwinUniversity
facebook.com/CDU.International

cdu.edu.au/international

CRICOS Provider No. 00300K (NT/VIC) | 03286A (NSW) | RTO Provider No. 0373

1 International Student Barometer Survey.
2 2010 Quality Indicators for Teaching and Learning Survey 2018.
3 Reuters 2018.
4 Times Higher Education Rankings 2018.
Flinders University

Go beyond with Flinders University
Going beyond starts with thinking beyond. At Flinders you’ll study in state-of-the-art facilities alongside like-minded individuals who will challenge and inspire you to search for new knowledge, to be innovative, entrepreneurial and enterprising, and to create ideas that will make a difference.

Flinders is progressive
Every day at Flinders University, we search for greater understanding and ideas that will make a difference to our world.
Flinders works closely with industry and the community to provide practical education supported by leading research, in state-of-the-art facilities.

Flinders is student focused
At Flinders we are focused on student success and provide a wide range of specialist international services and programs to support your transition into study at Flinders and life in Adelaide.

You’ll find world-class support services from before you arrive until you graduate, academic and English language assistance, prayer/ multi-faith rooms and a personalised learning approach designed specifically to help you succeed.

Flinders is career minded
A university degree provides you with more job options. But a globally recognised, industry accredited, Flinders degree prepares you for a satisfying career in your chosen area.
Gain specialised skills and knowledge while developing portable qualities like independent thinking, communication, collaboration, ethics and creativity – qualities shared by innovators, entrepreneurs, pioneers, creators and trailblazers.
Flinders has a high level of industry connections with global leaders including CISCO and BAE Systems, which means you’ll have the opportunity to take up practical placements and graduate job ready and ahead of the curve.
Flinders, Bedford Park

FIND EVERYTHING YOU NEED AT FLINDERS’ MAIN CAMPUS.

Located just 12km south of the centre of Adelaide, Flinders Bedford Park campus is an amazing place to study. Co-located with Flinders Medical Centre, Bedford Park is a major, comprehensive precinct with over 30,000 daily visitors.

The campus boasts state-of-the-art facilities in beautifully kept grounds, with native Australian plants and its own lake. Flinders’ Bedford Park campus offers you natural beauty and a great range of services to create a uniquely inspiring study experience.

Flinders, Tonsley

A $120 MILLION CENTRE OF INNOVATION

It’s a place where collaboration and entrepreneurial spirit combine to create the products and processes of the 21st century.

Tonsley centrally locates the University’s teaching and research in computer science, engineering and mathematics.

The New Venture Institute (NVI), based at Tonsley, links businesses, government and the community sector to all that the University has to offer.

From 2020, an $85 million extension of the Tonsley rail line will link Flinders’ Bedford Park and Tonsley campuses by rail and allow Flinders’ students to access the CBD by train in less than 20 minutes.

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

“I love living in Adelaide – the people are very friendly and happy to help you. I think it’s a really good choice to study here at Flinders, it’s a great environment to improve your English and to engage with the local people and learn the real Australian culture.”

Chenghan ‘Henry’ Zhang, China, Bachelor Engineering (Civil)
GO BEYOND SCHOLARSHIPS

At Flinders, we believe in going beyond. To us, this means challenging traditional ways of thinking and embracing emerging opportunities. It means striving to be better. Asking the hard questions - and working towards answers that will help make a difference. Going beyond is about equipping you with the skills and knowledge you need to thrive in careers for tomorrow’s workplace. Or to create your own future by launching a business through the Flinders New Venture Institute (NVI). Elevate your tomorrow with a Flinders Go Beyond Scholarship.

flinders.edu.au/international/scholarship

WORLD-CLASS RESEARCH

To Go Beyond, a great university needs great research. As a student, you need to be confident that you’re learning in the best possible environment. Flinders delivers.

flinders.edu.au/research

FLINDERS’ NEW VENTURE INSTITUTE

Based in Flinders’ $120 million state-of-the-art Tonsley hub, the New Venture Institute (NVI) accelerates graduate careers by bringing together students, businesses, educators and researchers.

Flinders’ New Venture Institute has trained over 3,500 individuals and has been involved in over 380 student projects and 270 start-ups. The NVI will put you on the cutting edge of business. You’ll gain an understanding of the forces of disruption, new technology and business models to succeed in the industries of today and challenge the industries of tomorrow.

flinders.edu.au/innovation

A WARM WELCOME TO FLINDERS

Moving to another country is a big decision, so we’ll do everything we can to make the transition easy. International Student Services (ISS) is here to help you get started, with a range of services that support you to quickly settle into your new life at Flinders.

flinders.edu.au/iss

At a glance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESTABLISHED IN 1966</th>
<th>2,635 STAFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26,101 STUDENTS</td>
<td>5,400 ENROLMENTS FROM MORE THAN 90 COUNTRIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300+ UNDERGRADUATE, POSTGRADUATE AND RESEARCH DEGREES</td>
<td>100,000+ ALUMNI IN 120 COUNTRIES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Flinders University

1 Economic Intelligence Unit Cost of Living Report 2018. 2 Economic Intelligence Unit Cost of Living Report 2018. 3 Study Adelaide 2016, 2018. 4 QILT Student Experience Survey 2018, public SA-founded universities only.
Adelaide

DESIGNED FOR LIFE

Adelaide is one of the most liveable cities in the world. It is safe, beautiful, has excellent public transport, and is one of Australia’s most affordable cities. Studying in Adelaide gives you a quality of life you won’t find anywhere else in Australia.

Choosing to live in Adelaide and study at Flinders not only gives you a world-class education, it offers invaluable life experiences too. Adelaide is alive and vibrant. With comedy and music festivals, art galleries, outdoor sporting events, exciting restaurants and cafes, there are always passions to follow beyond study.

How to apply

Undergraduate and postgraduate coursework applications
flinders.edu.au/international/apply

RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
flinders.edu.au/study/apply/apply-research-degree

ACADEMIC AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE PATHWAYS TO FLINDERS
flinders.edu.au/international/apply/english-language-pathways

Learn more

Email: internationalapply@flinders.edu.au
Phone: +61 8 8201 2727
flinders.edu.au/international

CRICOS No. 00114A
Remarkable Griffith

At Griffith, we believe in, strive for and celebrate the Remarkable. We rank among the world’s best universities and continue to improve our international standing. In the largest and most credible world university rankings, we are ranked in the top 400 – placing us in the top 2% worldwide.

Our mission is to engage in outstanding scholarship that makes a major contribution to society and to produce groundbreaking research. Students will be provided with an excellent education and the capacity to use knowledge gained to exercise influence and make meaningful lifelong contributions to their communities.

Griffith University was created to be a different kind of university – challenging conventions, responding to trends and pioneering solutions through innovative teaching and research. Its high-quality degrees are specifically designed to prepare students for the future.

Griffith degrees are developed in consultation with industry, based on cutting-edge research, and taught by Australia’s most awarded teachers.

Since its beginning, Griffith has been deeply connected to the Asia-Pacific region, environmentally aware, open to the community and industry focused.

Griffith hosts 50,000 students across six campuses in South East Queensland, with large campuses in Brisbane and the Gold Coast.

RANKED IN THE TOP 2% WORLDWIDE
Griffith ranks alongside some of the best universities in the world.

RESEARCH THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE
Students benefit from our vibrant research culture and learn from researchers at the forefront of discovery.

GLOBAL IMPACT
Through our teaching and research we support students to make a difference to the world.

AUSTRALIA’S MOST AWARDED TEACHERS
Griffith has some of the top university teachers in Australia. Our teachers have won more Australian Government awards, citations and fellowships than any other university in the past five years.

FUTURE FOCUSED
We are committed to creating an equitable and environmentally sustainable society.

CREATING GLOBAL CITIZENS
Our degrees have an international focus, preparing you for work around the world.

YOUNG AND AMBITIOUS
We rank highly as a young university – 35th in the 2019 QS Top 50 Under 50.

Griffith in numbers
6 CAMPUSES
200+ DEGREES
50,000+ STUDENTS
8,500+ INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
200,000+ GRADUATES
130+ NATIONALITIES
240 2019 U.S NEWS BEST GLOBAL UNIVERSITIES
251-300 2018 TIMES HE WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKINGS
329 2018 QS WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKINGS
“I chose Griffith University because it allowed me to do two degrees at once very easily. Everyone was very helpful in admissions and answered my questions thoroughly and on time. Although Griffith is a big university the contact with staff and admin is very accessible. Being a transfer student, Griffith has allowed me to transfer credits easily as well!”

Joanna Berry, Canada, Bachelor of Government and International Relations/Bachelor of Business
SCHOLARSHIPS
We offer an exciting and generous range of scholarships to support international students coming to study in our undergraduate, postgraduate, PhD and pathway programs. Griffith University supports outstanding international students with a range of scholarships, including:

• excellence scholarships for undergraduate and postgraduate students
• scholarships for family members of current international students and alumni
• discipline-specific scholarships for selected degree programs
• PhD scholarships.

griffith.edu.au/international-scholarships

STUDENT SUPPORT
Griffith University offers a diverse range of student support initiatives, including programs and staff dedicated specifically to helping international students. Our support services include Orientation activities, free airport pickup for new students, careers and employment services, international student advisory, academic enrichment and learning support, health and wellbeing services, and disability services.

griffith.edu.au/student-services/international

GRIFFITH MATES
The Griffith Mates are a diverse peer-support network for international students, with members who speak over 46 languages. Griffith Mates will help you make the most of university, develop friendships, practise your English, and:

• meet other international and Australian students
• join in volunteering opportunities, e.g. learn about the Australian environment
• visit amazing locations on day trips around South East Queensland
• attend free on-campus events and activities from games and sports to networking events
• expand your worldview and enhance your employability with cross-cultural leadership opportunities by becoming a Griffith Mate.

griffith.edu.au/mates

EMPLOYABILITY INITIATIVES
Griffith University graduates are well equipped for the new world of work. We include real-life industry experiences in our degrees and have a great range of employability initiatives to help you be job-ready. Benefit from internships and industry placements, a range of mentoring and leadership programs, work-integrated learning and exchange and short-term programs.

griffith.edu.au/employability
Study in Queensland

Life at university is more than just study. International students choose South East Queensland, Australia, not only for the quality education, but for its superb subtropical climate, welcoming environment and mixture of natural wonders and vibrant city life. Spanning three major cities in Queensland (Gold Coast, Logan and Brisbane), our six Griffith campuses are perfectly situated with immediate access to some of the best shopping, multicultural dining and entertainment precincts in Australia.

BRISBANE

Home to more than two million people, Brisbane is a vibrant, expanding city, offering world-class education, a beautiful climate and superb lifestyle. It is an ideal place to study and develop your career.

GOLD COAST

Spanning nearly 60km of coastline with some of the best beaches on the planet, the Gold Coast is one of Australia’s leading holiday destinations. Home to more than 500,000 residents, beautiful beaches, excellent quality of life and friendly people make the Gold Coast a popular study destination.

LOGAN

Ideally positioned between Brisbane and the Gold Coast, Logan is home to more than 300,000 residents from more than 160 different cultures. With around half of all residents aged 30 or younger, Logan celebrates youth and diversity, making it a great place to live and study.

giffith.edu.au/life-at-griffith/off-campus

How to apply

Undergraduate and postgraduate coursework applications
giffith.edu.au/apply/international

RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
giffith.edu.au/research-study/apply

ACADEMIC AND ENGLISH LANGUAGE PATHWAYS
giffith.edu.au/international/giffith-english-language-institute
giffith.edu.au/college

Learn more

Email: international@giffith.edu.au
Phone: +61 7 3735 6425
giffith.edu.au/international

CRICOS No. 00233E
Your world-class education begins here

Explore, discover, grow through research and teaching that makes a difference to people and societies, the natural world and built environment.

James Cook University is surrounded by the spectacular ecosystems of the rainforests of the tropics, the dry savannahs of the Australian Outback, and the iconic Great Barrier Reef. Our unique location enables students to put theory into practice unlike anywhere else.

Australia’s leading university for the tropics, JCU is ranked in the top 2% of universities worldwide (ARWU 2018) and the top 50 universities under 50 years old (THE World University Rankings 2018).

JCU is a comprehensive university, internationally recognised for excellence in teaching and research. Small class sizes, and lecturers committed to student success make for a supportive study environment.

JCU offers a comprehensive range of world-class, career-relevant courses at both undergraduate and postgraduate level. Short-term study options are also available and many courses include practical, hands-on experience.

Popular study areas

JCU works closely with employers and industry to ensure its degrees are relevant and meet the demands of the global workforce. Courses are available in areas including:

- Marine biology and ecology
- Aquaculture
- Environmental earth science
- Protected area management
- Sustainability
- Medicine
- Dentistry
- Public health
- Veterinary science
- Law
- Psychology and social work
- Education
- Business and IT
- Creative arts
- Engineering
A practical focus

A practical approach to learning is central to study at JCU, and for the past eight years in a row, JCU has been awarded five stars for job success from the Good Universities Guide.

During their studies, JCU students gain hands-on experience through internships, placements and projects with industry, business and government organisations.

The University’s tropical location also offers students unparalleled opportunities to experience unique fieldwork, research stations and state-of-the-art facilities.

A research intensive university

Recognised as a world leader in research and teaching, JCU is ranked first in the world for Marine and Freshwater Biology and second for Biodiversity Conservation (CWUR 2017).

JCU is ranked world class or better in 38 areas of research and above world standard in fisheries sciences, geology and medical microbiology (ERA 2018). A member of Innovative Research Universities Australia, JCU conducts research of international significance using its network of research stations, centres and institutes including facilities in two UNESCO World Heritage sites; the Great Barrier Reef and the Wet Tropics of Queensland.

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

“I chose JCU because their experts are from a diverse range of sectors and it is a global university. I love the multicultural environment as it enables me to learn from people with many different perspectives. I love living in Townsville. The calmness of a regional area that has a smaller population than bigger cities appeals to me.”

Shristi Jindal, India, Bachelor of Information Technology
PRACTICAL, HANDS-ON LEARNING
At JCU, your classroom is on the reef, in the outback and the rainforest. During their studies, JCU students gain hands-on experience through internships, placements and projects with industry, business and government organisations.

JCU is proud to be home to Australia’s first Narrowband Internet of Things Lab (NB-IoT) in partnership with global telecommunications giant, Huawei. The JCU-Huawei NB-IoT Innovation Lab provides JCU students studying Electronic Systems and Internet of Things get hands-on experience with the very best technologies available to prepare them for the global workforce.

SCHOLARSHIPS:
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT MERIT STIPEND
The International Student Merit Stipend helps provide financial security to support excellence to eligible students from Asia, Africa, Papua New Guinea and the Middle East.

The Stipend supports student excellence by providing monthly payments of A$700 to assist with expenses throughout the duration of study at JCU, providing a strong GPA is maintained each semester, as outlined in the scholarship offer.

No application necessary. You will be automatically considered for the International Student Merit Stipend upon application for a JCU degree.

PATHWAYS TO JCU WITH JCU COLLEGE
Studying an International Pathway program at JCU College can be your gateway to university and new opportunities. JCU College provides study options for students who are unable to meet the academic or English language entry requirements needed for direct entry into their preferred JCU degree or for those seeking to enhance their career prospects.

Students studying an international pathway program at JCU College benefit from learning in a nurturing, supportive environment with small class sizes and lecturers committed to student success.

With central locations at both JCU Townsville and JCU Cairns Campuses, JCU College students have full access to JCU’s facilities and events, making the transition from pathway study into a JCU degree easier.

DEDICATED INTERNATIONAL STUDENT SUPPORT
JCU strives to create an educational environment where students are supported to take full advantage of their experience in Australia and at JCU. The accessible teaching staff, friendly campuses and support services (including student mentor and study skills programs) all ensure you get the personal attention you need in order to succeed.

JCU has a dedicated International Student Support team that provide a range of services, from social activities and referral services to academic and personal support. This ensures a smooth start to study, and support throughout your time at JCU.

SAFE AND WELCOMING ON-CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION
Living on-campus is a fun and exciting way to experience university life. There is always something happening with plenty of social and cultural activities to keep you entertained. You’ll enjoy fun orientation activities, block functions, concerts, valedictory balls, international food nights and themed events, just to name a few. Each JCU campus also has 24/7 security for your safety.

JCU offers a range of accommodation options to suit your needs, budget and lifestyle. Every accommodation facility at JCU features private bedrooms, Wi-Fi internet and 24/7 security.
Townsville

POPULATION
190,000 (city)
12,000 (campus)

CLIMATE
Summer (Dec-Feb) 24-32°C, hot and humid
Winter (Jun-Aug) 13-26°C, mild and dry

Sunny Townsville is Australia’s largest tropical city, as well as a departure point for the Great Barrier Reef, Magnetic Island, the Savannahs and country towns of the outback. It is also home to over 12,000 JCU students, so you will never run out of things to do, or people to meet.

The city boasts 300 days of sunshine each year, and a variety of national sporting events, markets, cultural activities, and art galleries.

We love the great outdoors and northern Queensland provides the ideal base for a variety of recreational activities including rainforest hikes, mountain biking, snorkelling or scuba diving on the Reef as well as interacting with native Australian animals.

Not only is Townsville small enough to avoid the hustle and bustle of big city life, it is also large enough to have all the facilities you will need. The cost of living in Townsville is low compared to major Australian capital cities, allowing you to get out and enjoy the many events and activities the region has to offer.

Cairns

POPULATION
160,000 (city)
4,000 (campus)

CLIMATE
Summer (Dec-Feb) 24-32°C, hot, rainy and humid
Winter (Jun-Aug) 17-26°C, mild and dry

Come and enjoy a place where natural beauty is unrivalled, and the lifestyle is relaxed all year-round.

Make friends and become part of the community of JCU students while enjoying the great outdoors every day.

One of the best things about living in a tropical location like Cairns is the easy-going lifestyle. We take the time to appreciate the natural beauty of our surroundings and enjoy the weather that is warm and sunny almost every day of the year.

Northern Queensland is a popular holiday destination for tourists from overseas and other parts of Australia. The regional cities have a lower cost of living compared to the major Australian capital cities and the friendly local communities feature a diverse mix of cultures.

Cairns is considered the gateway to the World-Heritage listed Great Barrier Reef and home to around 160,000 people. Whether you enjoy water sports, mountain biking, shopping or fine dining, we are confident you will find plenty to keep you busy when you are not in the classroom.

Learn more
Email: jcuinternational@jcu.edu.au
Phone: +61 7 4781 5255
jcu.edu.au/international
CRICOS PROVIDER CODE: 00117J
La Trobe University

Value Proposition
An outstanding student experience that develops the whole person giving La Trobe University graduates a demonstrable career advantage.

Vision
Our vision is to champion change in the communities we serve by practising connectivity, inclusiveness and excellence. That's not just a statement. It's the strategic heart of everything we do as an institution. It's the core of our work and our people. It powers the experiences we create for the audiences we serve.

La Trobe University
In 1967, La Trobe University opened its doors with a founding mission: to serve communities through greater access to higher education. For more than 50 years, we've provided a pathway to success to people from all walks of life, and continue to transform the lives of individuals and communities.

Of all Australian universities, La Trobe is the most successful at combining accessibility with excellence. We've worked hard to develop a global reputation, expanding our reach to seven campuses across Victoria and New South Wales, and producing world-class research that addresses the major issues of our time. We now rank in the top 1.2% of universities' worldwide and rate well above world standard in 19 fields of research.

We have a long tradition of public scholarship and contributing to the national debate on the issues that matter. Our alumni community has experienced extraordinary success in government, industry and not-for-profit organisations. From judges and politicians to scientists and entrepreneurs, we've educated some of the world's best.

As the digital economy and job landscape evolves, we are changing with it. We collaborate with industry to deliver a ground-breaking Career Ready program and innovative new courses in emerging fields.

The higher education environment is changing rapidly, and La Trobe is uniquely placed to excel. By leveraging our strengths and ethos of excellence and social inclusion, we're redefining what it means to be a great university for the 21st century. We're more connected, cleverer and more innovative than ever before.

OUTSTANDING STUDENT EXPERIENCE

Everything we do is grounded in a shared commitment to ensuring students have a positive and rewarding experience at La Trobe. We are proud of our strong history of ensuring people from all walks of life can fully realise all the life-changing benefits of a La Trobe University education.

HIGHLY EMPLOYABLE GRADUATES

La Trobe courses combine academic excellence and industry insight. Our sector-leading Career Ready Advantage program develops the human skills that employers value in a modern workplace and sets up our students for long-term success.

RESEARCH EXCELLENCE

At La Trobe University, we have a proud record of globally recognised excellence in many research fields. We foster an aspirational and ambitious culture. Our researchers are astute, ethical and engaged with their communities. We cultivate industry-relevant research that addresses the growing challenges of our time.

UNRIVALLED PARTNER OF CHOICE

At La Trobe we understand that a modern University must be outward-facing and connect with the communities that we serve. We are a university that strives to be an unrivalled partner of choice, and we work actively with industry, education, health, culture, sport and community partners to solve real-world problems, improve access to the life-changing benefits of education, boost innovation, and build economic capacity and cultural and artistic diversity.

At a glance

IN THE TOP 350 UNIVERSITIES IN THE WORLD¹

TOP 400 IN ALL THREE MAJOR WORLD RANKINGS²

IN THE TOP 1.2% OF 27,000 UNIVERSITIES²

OUR GRADUATES SCORE AN EMPLOYER SATISFACTION RATING OF 86.6% 2ND IN VICTORIA³

THE FIRST AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITY TO RECEIVE SIX STAR RATING FOR SUSTAINABLE LARGE-SCALE DEVELOPMENTS⁶

EDUCATING LARGEST NUMBER OF STUDENTS FROM DISADVANTAGED BACKGROUND IN VICTORIA⁴

SEVEN CAMPUSSES AT MELBOURNE CITY, BENDIGO, ALBURY-WODONGA, MILDURA, SHEPPARTON AND SYDNEY

ALMOST 9,000 INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS FROM 110 COUNTRIES⁷

TOP RATED NATIONALLY AND WELL ABOVE WORLD STANDARD IN 19 FIELDS OF RESEARCH⁴

A$70M ANNUAL RESEARCH INCOME⁷

200,000 GRADUATES IN 50 YEARS

MORE THAN 37,000 STUDENTS AND 7,000 STAFF⁷

OUR GLOBAL REPUTATION
We’re known for academic excellence and innovation. Our respected teaching and research staff focus on the big issues of our time. La Trobe University is placed in the top 1.2% of universities worldwide.1

1 Times Higher Education World University Rankings 2019, Webometrics Ranking Web of Universities 2019

DIVERSE RANGE OF SCHOLARSHIPS
La Trobe University values academic excellence. We offer a range of scholarships to high achieving international undergraduate, postgraduate and research students.

HIGH EMPLOYABILITY
Our graduates are in demand. According to the Employer Satisfaction Survey (ESS) 2017, we’re rated in the top two universities in Victoria for graduate employer satisfaction. Our strong relationships with industry create opportunities for our students to get hands-on experience in their field. Many of our courses are industry accredited and designed in consultation with industry.

DEDICATED STUDENT SERVICES TEAM
Our International Student Services team provides support for academic, social, financial and cultural concerns. International students will find a safe and welcoming culture at La Trobe University. We have on-campus services including chaplaincy, personal support and counselling. We offer Muslim prayer rooms and support for people with disabilities.

latrobe.edu.au/ISS

CAREER READY PROGRAM
We offer a leading Career Ready program that develops professional skills and knowledge, as well as professional experience. Career Ready, developed with industry leaders, prepares you for life beyond La Trobe.

latrobe.edu.au/career-ready
ACCELERATOR PROGRAM FOR EMERGING ENTREPRENEURS

The La Trobe Accelerator Program gives successful applicants up to A$20,000 to pursue a business plan. Create market strategies, connect with business leaders and be mentored by accomplished professionals.

OUR REGIONAL REWARDS

We provide the Regional Reward for Bachelor’s students at any of our Victorian regional campuses. The Reward guarantees Work Integrated Learning as part of your degree and funding for international study.

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

“To prepare for a career you need to build your skills in multiple areas. La Trobe has helped me become a team player and provided opportunities to gain experience in a real work setting.”

Alam Bakhtiar, Pakistan, Master of Marketing student

Our campuses

Our seven campuses across Victoria and New South Wales offer a diverse mix of settings and experiences, from the bustling café culture and nightlife of the capital cities to the beautiful landscapes and welcoming communities of our regional centres.

MELBOURNE CAMPUSES:

Study in Australia’s Best Student City2 and one of the World’s Most Liveable Cities3 with La Trobe University.

• Bundoora, Melbourne
• Melbourne city campus

2 QS Best Student Cities, 2018. 3 World Economist 2017 Global Liveability Ranking

REGIONAL CAMPUSES:

• Bendigo
• Albury-Wodonga
• Shepparton
• Mildura

SYDNEY CAMPUS:

• Sydney city campus

Learn more

La Trobe International
Sylvia Walton Building
Plenty Road and Kingsbury Drive
Melbourne VIC 3086 Australia
E: International@latrobe.edu.au
T: +61 9627 4805
latrobe.edu.au/international

La Trobe University acknowledges that our campuses are located on the lands of many Traditional Custodians in Victoria and New South Wales. We recognise their ongoing connection to the land and value their unique contribution to the University and wider Australian society.

La Trobe University is committed to providing opportunities for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, both as individuals and communities, through teaching and learning, research and community partnerships across all our campuses.

The wedge-tailed eagle (Aquila audax) is one of the world’s largest, and the Wurundjeri people – Traditional owners of the land where our Melbourne campuses are located – know the wedge-tailed eagle as Bunjil, the creator spirit of the Kulin Nations.

There is a special synergy between Bunjil and the La Trobe University logo of an eagle. The symbolism and significance for both La Trobe and for Aboriginal people challenges us all to gamagoen yarrbat – to soar.

CRICOS PROVIDER CODE: 00115M
Murdoch University

Murdoch provides everything you would expect from a world-class university, including leading academics, world-changing research, excellent facilities and a wide range of courses. We believe that creativity powers change and strive to be the place where new ways of thinking can be found. Murdoch provides an innovative and welcoming learning environment where students will be surrounded by some of the world’s most progressive thinkers, people who are not just challenging conventional wisdom and tackling the world’s big questions, but also finding answers.

Diversity
With more than 24,000 students and 1,700 staff from across 90 different countries, we are proud to be recognised for the impact that our free-thinking graduates, life-changing research, and innovative campus and industry developments have made – both in Western Australia and around the world.

Locations
Murdoch University has Australian campuses in Perth and Mandurah, and offshore campuses in Singapore and Dubai. Our vibrant campuses offer real life learning and teaching environments, research centres that facilitate collaboration and discovery, and a range of facilities and support services for use by broader communities.

Job-ready Grads
Graduating with a Murdoch degree means students enter the workplace with a global perspective where, through combining cutting-edge theory with real-world experience, they will be ready to take on the big questions, find solutions and excel in their career as highly sought after Murdoch graduates. Murdoch is the number one university in Australia for overall undergraduate employment after three years, according to 2018 Graduate Outcome Survey.

Best in Asia Pacific
We are proud to be named as one of the top universities in Australia and Asia-Pacific region by Times Higher Education.

Global Top 100
Murdoch ranked amongst the top 100 young universities in the world (Times Higher Education Young University Ranking 2019).
Students linkage with industry
At Murdoch, we offer students work-integrated learning experiences that prepare them for the workplace and bridge the gap between industry and academia.

We believe that through internships and volunteering opportunities, students will have the practical knowledge that can create a difference when they step in the challenging practical world. We also support our students with wide range of industry-standard learning facilities.

Excellence in research
Murdoch is a research-led university, focusing on multidisciplinary, translational research with real-life impacts.

- World class researchers - students learn and apply advanced research methodologies under supervision of world-class academics and researchers.
- Students solve real-world problems by discovering new methods and techniques that make a difference to society.
- Murdoch’s research is rated as world class standard or above in 87% of research disciplines (Australian Research Council, 2018).

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY
“The MBA provided exposure to a number of different resources and disciplines I otherwise wouldn’t have access to. I loved the research project, it gave me the opportunity to gain a deeper understanding of my industry. I really enjoyed my time at Murdoch, it’s a really wonderful university and I couldn’t recommend a better place to do a post graduate degree. It’s really paid off for me.”

Andrea Abbott, recent Murdoch MBA graduate, Business Analyst at Horizon Power

At a glance
- RANKED IN THE TOP 100 UNIVERSITIES IN THE WORLD¹
- INTERNSHIPS AND INDUSTRY PLACEMENTS
- 5-STAR MEDIAN GRADUATE STARTING SALARY²
- WORLD-CLASS STANDARD OR ABOVE IN 87% OF RESEARCH DISCIPLINES³
- 5-STAR RATING FOR STUDENT SUPPORT²
- 5-STAR RATING FOR TEACHER QUALITY²

Scholarships
Murdoch understands that studying at university can be a life-changing experience.

Whether students are returning to study, entering into higher education for the first time or beginning a journey to make groundbreaking discoveries as one of our research students, Murdoch has a scholarship to suit all levels of study.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP (2020 – 2024)
Murdoch welcomes new International students to our community with an International Welcome Scholarship valued to a maximum of $12,000 for Business and Nursing programs, and up to A$11,000 for all other programs, with payment distributed across the course duration.

We have introduced two brand new scholarships: the A$1,000 International Merit Award for academically-gifted International Welcome Scholarship recipients, and the $10,000 International Honours Welcome Scholarship for students looking to study an Honours degree at Murdoch.

murdoch.edu.au/study/international-welcome-scholarships

RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS
Completing your research degree is a life-changing experience that often requires some support.

Murdoch offers research scholarships to help cover tuition fees and/or living costs. In addition, throughout your research candidacy you may be able to apply for other grants to assist with research costs such as travel, photocopying and thesis binding.

murdoch.edu.au/study/research-students/fees-scholarships/scholarships

STUDENT EXPERIENCE
International students who choose to study at Murdoch University love the experience. The 2018 Student Experience Survey shows Murdoch scored 89.1% for international postgraduate coursework student satisfaction, which is 14.1% higher than the national average.

For undergraduate international students we scored 79.6%, which is 3.6% higher than the national average.

SUPPORT SERVICES
The academic performance of our international students is high. In 2018, the pass rate for international students was 84%.

We have strengthened academic support for our students through a range of new and expanded measures including 24/7 online support and feedback, peer-assisted support, and workshops with a focus on wellbeing.

murdoch.edu.au/students

LIFE AT MURDOCH
Studying at Murdoch means engaging in learning that's bigger than four walls. Students can immerse themselves in our natural campus, explore our world-class facilities and support services and go beyond your course with our wide range of groups, activities and experiences.

The most popular on-campus services include the library; health and wellbeing; the child care centre; and sport and recreation.

murdoch.edu.au/life-at-murdoch

ACCOMMODATION
Students can live on campus and join the vibrant community of more than 800 students who live at the Murdoch University Village.

The village features a wide range of secure apartments as well as recreational facilities, including a beach volleyball court, swimming pool, e-library and a student lounge.

murdoch.edu.au/life-at-murdoch/accommodation
Perth

With a sunny climate, plenty of outdoor activities and everything a cosmopolitan city has to offer, there are plenty of reasons people love living in Perth.

- Perth was ranked the 7th most liveable city in the world in 2017 (The Economist Intelligence Unit).
- Perth has been ranked in the top 10% of 215 world cities for quality of life (Mercer Quality of Life Survey, 2008-2012).
- Perth is famous for its climate and enjoys more hours of sunshine than any other capital city in Australia.

Perth is the capital of Western Australia (WA). The state of WA is almost the size of Western Europe, covering one-third of the Australian continent. WA is home to more than 2.5 million people, most of them in Perth.

Murdoch University is within easy reach of Perth’s city centre and the port city of Fremantle, which is just 15 minutes away.

Fremantle is bustling with music, arts and culture, festivals, markets, cafés and restaurants, making it an extremely popular destination for students.

Outdoor activities

Being on the river and near the ocean makes Perth perfect for fishing, windsurfing, sailing or simply relaxing with friends for a picnic at the park or around a barbeque.

Kings Park, Fremantle, Rottnest Island and Swan Valley are only some of the most popular outdoor spaces in and around Perth.

Benefits of studying in Perth

- Tuition fee waivers for schooling for dependents of Masters or Doctoral degree international students.
- Student travel concessions including 40% discount on all public transport (save A$800-$1,000 a year!), FREE buses in Perth, Joondalup and Fremantle CBD and discount admission to movies, attractions and events with the Student Edge Card
- Cost of living is less than any other capital city in Australia
- Part time work opportunities available for students
- Great mix of nationalities
- Higher wage rate
- 94% of students feel safe in Perth as compared to 92% of national average

Learn more

Email: international@murdoch.edu.au
Phone: +61 8 9360 6063
murdoch.edu.au
facebook.com/MurdochInternationalStudents
facebook.com/murdochuniversity
instagram.com/murdochuniversity

CRICOS PROVIDER CODE: 00125J
Western Sydney University

Unlimited
At Western, we believe in a world of unlimited opportunity, where the potential for success is unlimited for those with talent, drive and ambition.

Leadership in one of Australia's fastest growing regions
Western Sydney is Australia's third largest and fastest growing economy. With a vast multicultural population and expanding international reach, Western Sydney University is uniquely placed to help students tap into a global mindset.

Reputation for excellence
We're ranked among the top 2% of universities in the world, with a growing international reputation for research-led, student-centred learning.

Our students are connected to industry
Our student-centred approach offers you the choice of on-campus, online and flexible study options combined with work integrated learning. Through work experience placements, internships and volunteering opportunities, you'll get the real-life experience, practical skills and knowledge that you need for your future career.

Our curriculum prepares you for today's world
We work with our community, business partners and industry leaders to develop course content that meets the needs of employers and the jobs of the future, and responds to the challenges of a global workplace.

We embrace technology enriched learning
From our innovative social learning spaces, online learning environments and use of digital technologies to enhance the study experience, to our on-campus computer laboratories and state-of-the-art library, research and clinical facilities, we adopt new and emerging technologies to provide a richer educational experience.

We are globally focused and connected
With our growing international reach and reputation, we offer the opportunity to travel, learn and work in more than 400 destinations around the world through our overseas study, internship and work placement programs.
WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

“I visited Western Sydney University campus and could immediately see myself studying there. It was like falling in love. I know that sounds romantic, but that’s what happened: it felt right.”

Ligia, Brazil, recent Western Sydney University MBA graduate, Marketing Manager at MCI Solutions in Sydney, Australia

Our research has global impact

We work with regional, national and international partners to deliver research outcomes that contribute to the economic, social and environmental wellbeing across communities and across the globe.

85% of Western Sydney University’s research is ‘world standard or above’ according to the latest Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) evaluation. The results confirm Western as a world-leading research institution.

The University aligns its research strengths through four themes:

1. Urban Living and Society: People, Culture Economy and the Built Environment – guides economic, social and infrastructure change through digital humanities, infrastructure engineering, innovation networks, social cohesion, cultural studies and globalisation.

2. Health and Wellbeing: Translation, Service and Innovation – initiatives to prevent disease and illness, encourage healthy lifestyles and reduce the cost and impact of illness.

3. Environmental Sustainability: Climate, Agriculture and Resources – connects local environments with global problems such as food security, resource scarcity and climate change.

4. Education: Access, Equity, Pathways and Aspirational Change – explores global educational access supporting individuals and communities in their economic, social and cultural aspirations.

At a glance

- #1 UNI IN NSW FOR EMPLOYER SATISFACTION
- TOP 2% OF UNIVERSITIES WORLDWIDE
- A PERFECT SCORE FOR TEACHING, EMPLOYABILITY, AND INNOVATION
- TOP 100 YOUNG UNIVERSITIES IN THE WORLD
- NO.1 IN AUSTRALIA FOR NURSING
- TOP 150 IN THE WORLD FOR PSYCHOLOGY
- TOP 10 EDUCATION FACILITIES IN AUSTRALIA
- TOP 150 IN THE WORLD FOR SOCIOLOGY

1 Times Higher Education World University Rankings. 2 Quality Indicators for Learning and Teaching Employer Satisfaction Survey. 3 QS Stars University Ratings. 4 The Center for World University Rankings (CWUR) – Rankings by subject 2017. 5 Academic Rankings of World Universities 2018.
Scholarships

We are changing the lives of students through generous scholarships to ensure students have every opportunity to succeed.

VICE-CHANCELLOR’S ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIPS
Value: 50% of the cost of the annual tuition fee for the duration of the degree up to a maximum three years for undergraduate programs or two years for postgraduate programs.

WESTERN SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
Value: A$7,500 multi-year (up to three years maximum) or A$5,000 one-off contribution towards tuition fees.

WESTERN SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
Value: A$7,500 or A$5,000 multi-year (up to two years maximum) contribution towards tuition fees.

No application is necessary. You will be automatically considered for a scholarship when you apply.

westernsydney.edu.au/internationalscholarships

FREE DIGITAL TEXTBOOKS

Western was the first university to provide all the digital textbooks for your first-year units for free. We are pleased to be offering the benefit of free digital textbooks for first year units to students once again in 2020. That’s up to A$800 in value. Why? Because money shouldn’t stand between you and opportunity. Discover more about free digital textbooks at westernsydney.edu.au/textbooks

westernsydney.edu.au/textbooks

SUPPORT SERVICES

At Western Sydney University, we provide a wide range of services to help you achieve academic success. These include advice on careers, employment, learning skills, counselling, religious support and support for students with disabilities.

westernsydney.edu.au/services

Western Sydney University also offers high quality, fully furnished accommodation options for international students on all campuses through Western Sydney University Village. Living on campus offers great opportunities to make friends and experience student life to the fullest.

westernsydney.edu.au/village

FREE OPAL CARD

We understand that international students have a number of expenses when they first arrive in Australia. To support our students, we are very excited to offer all new international students commencing at the University in 2019 and 2020 with a free Opal Card valued at A$150. You can use the Opal Card for all your public transport needs on all train, bus, ferry and light rail services within New South Wales.

westernsydney.edu.au/international/free_opal_card_2019
Study in Sydney

Sydney is a thriving metropolis of almost five million people with a third of its population born overseas, and one of the most multicultural cities in the world.

Sydney is also the destination of choice for international corporations, business leaders, tourists and students.

BUSINESS

As Australia's business capital, Sydney is where you'll find the head offices of more multinational companies and banks than anywhere else in the country, and as a modern, metropolitan city, it's the gateway to the Asia Pacific and an ideal place to do business. Studying in Australia's commercial capital provides students with more job opportunities. It is one of the busiest commercial hubs in the Asia-Pacific region. With a huge variety of attractions, you can explore its many historic sites, museums, parks, retail outlets, restaurants and bars.

FOOD

The people of Sydney, known as 'Sydneysiders', trace their collective heritage back to more than 170 countries. The city offers a taste of global cuisine through thousands of cafes and restaurants. Fresh, reasonably-priced, locally-grown produce, meat and seafood is also available year round from grocers and markets.

CULTURE

If you love shopping, you’ll find Australian designers and global fashion brands in boutiques, large shopping malls or at street markets across the city. You also won't want to miss the year-round art, music, food, theatre, film and design festivals that put Sydney on the world cultural map.

Western Sydney at the epicentre of growth

The Western Sydney region is home to Western Sydney University. The region is at the epicentre of the infrastructure and jobs boom. As a Western Sydney University graduate you will reap the benefits of a population boom and jobs explosion fuelling unprecedented investment in business, transport, health, culture, property and education in Western Sydney.

Over 30% of Australia’s top 100 businesses now have an office in Western Sydney. These include: BHP Billiton, Qantas, Sony, Canon Coca-Cola Amatil, Deloitte Access Economics, KPMG and PwC which is located in the Western Sydney University Parramatta City campus building.

Other businesses include: engineering consulting, public amenities, healthcare, manufacturing, finance, scientific, retail and public administration.

Western Sydney University is uniquely placed to help students gain the real-life experience, practical skills and knowledge you need for your future careers in the new world of work. We equip you to lead, influence, build, support and service the new-age future cities.

LAUNCH PAD – TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS INCUBATOR

Western Sydney University Launch Pad is a one-stop-shop business and innovation support program that provides facilities, assistance and resources for start-up and high growth technology-based businesses in Western Sydney. Entrepreneurs tap into the University's expertise to develop new solutions and business opportunities, and students tap into the accelerator to access mentoring, meeting spaces, events, networking and training.
Find out more

To find out more about the IRU and its work, contact:

Sabeeh Qayyum
In-Country Manager (Pakistan)
Innovative Research Universities
Phone: +92 320 949 7200
Skype: sabeeh.qayyum
Email: sabeeh.qayyum@iru.edu.au
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